Entitled *Doing the Impossible Just Takes a Little Bit Longer*, Author/Trainer Ruth Herman Wells’ unusual, compelling keynote will grab your participants’ attention, and then take them on an emotional, thought-provoking roller coaster ride.

Ruth's talk is a candid, unforgettable look at the world for children, youth and families today.

This keynote is one part hard truth, one part humor, and one part story, all designed to inspire and reinvigorate your participants.

Your participants are teachers, counselors, family therapists, court workers, principals, psychologists, foster parents, and social workers. They hold the hands of the children. Every day, they're expected to do the impossible. Every day, they're expected to work miracles with children and youth that others have discarded and disregarded.

Your participants are tired of platitudes. They don't want to hear any more theory or explanations. They want to hear what they can do to make a difference. They want to hear how to stay committed and connected to a job that sometimes can seem incredibly sad and absolutely impossible.

Give your participants exactly what they want. Schedule a keynote speaker who looks reality in the eye, and stares it down. Ruth Herman Wells M.S. will deliver the answer to “What do I do now?” and will re-inspire your conference participants to do the impossible.

**Make your next event your best event**

Book Veteran Keynote Speaker Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.

Contact Youth Change Workshops: 800.545.5736 | www.youthchg.com

Or Request to Book Via One of Our Speakers Bureau Representatives